2. 3.

How To Contribute
Running Tests
Unit Tests
You can run the unit tests, which run locally without using any cloud providers, by typing: mvn test
Integration Tests
To run integration tests you need to have an account with a cloud provider, and you need to set the necessary credentials. In theory, Whirr runs against any provider supported by jclouds, but this hasn't been tested yet.
When running in the cloud, you can avoid problems if RAM resources are slim by setting env var:
and by running the mvn commands below like nice -n 19 mvn ...rest of args ; when tests are run with no specified heap limit, it can result in swapping and then ssh lockout.
To only run the tests for a given service, change into the services/<service> directory and type the following. Alternatively, run this from the top level to run the tests for all services.
mvn verify -Pintegration \ -DargLine="-Dwhirr.test.provider=<cloud-provider> -Dwhirr.test.identity=<cloud-provider-user> -Dwhirr.test. credential=<cloud-provider-secret-key>" For Amazon EC2, should be set to (the default). The identity is the access key ID, and the credential is the secret whirr.test.provider aws-ec2 access key.
The tests also rely on having an SSH keypair. By default they use and in the user's home directory, but you can override this by .ssh/id_rsa .ssh/id_rsa.pub setting by providing an extra config file as follows. Here we specify a file called in our home directory. .whirr-test.properties mvn verify -Pintegration \ -DargLine="-Dwhirr.test.provider=<cloud-provider> -Dwhirr.test.identity=<cloud-provider-user> -Dwhirr.test. credential=<cloud-provider-secret-key> -Dconfig=.whirr-test.properties"
